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5b. Town Centre Living on edge of Park

Landscaped Ginnels

Historic photos of the arrival into Ballybofey from Stranorlar illustrate a
foreground of open pastures against a village backdrop. Some of these
open fields still exist today. Residents and businesses alike identified
the lack of a public park as a significant deficiency. Pentland Park is
named after Joseph Barclay Pentland,who was born in Ballybofey, was
a geographer, natural scientist, and traveller. The park celebrates the
towns’ culture and heritage whilst providing flexible spaces for social
gatherings and reflection. Located in the heart of the town it is seen as
complementary to the existing retail offering and critical to the supporting
the rejuvenation of the existing town fabric.
An outdoor amphitheatre space nods to the towns’ theatre heritage and
provides a forum for curated and ad hoc performances or gatherings. The
Pentland Crater on the Moon is named after Joseph Barclay Pentland.
Pentland’s Lunar Crater is embossed in the surface of the park; a subtle
reference and an organisational tool for the various activities, planting,

furniture, etc. The existing carpark is re-configured and encompassed into
the park to extend the edge of the park to the road.
Pentland Park and the civic square of the SEED project are two very
different but complementary public spaces. The park serves to function
as a transitional space between the civic space in the core urban area and
the riverine landscape. Flood risk and environmental considerations are
significant challenges however as a largely water compatible development,
future flood mitigation works offer an opportunity to utilise infrastructural
works as being complementary to park needs (and vice versa) in possibly
aiding amenity offering and access to the river. Future use of the Finn
Harps grounds is proposed as a new parkland residential district or new
hotel setting which benefits from a south facing aspect overlooking the
river, direct connection with town park and one minute walk to Ballybofey
Main Street. Final use of the site will be determined by future market
demands and planning requirements including the notable challenges as
regards flood risk and environmental considerations.
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